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Hasbro Interactive i» dedicated to spectacular and 
е е е 

м ааа Did D ис см ra «ТІ; ranging from 

beloved gama» such a» Monopoly and Scrabble to 

exciting new titles like Frogger and H.E.D.Z.. 
Whether we are bringing a classic board дата to 

life with the excitement of CD-ROM technology or 

HASBRO introducing a new gama, we want to ensure that 

Interactive your gaming experience i» in keeping with the 

Hasbro tradition of quality. 
We're Hasbro Interactive - dedicated to taking you 

and your family to а whole new laval of game play. 
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HASBRO 
Interactive 

The Monopoly® Game has been transported to a palaxy. far. far away 

Choose a Star Wars hero or villain to represent you in an epic strupple 

to monopolize the galaxy. Incredible eraphics plunge you into the 

Monopoly Star Wars’ universe. where the 3D characters come alive and 

interact with each other. Experience your favorite movie scenes as you land on famous Star Wars properties. Build 

your galactic real estate empire from Tatooine to Endor to Dagobah. No more hotels - now you're building starports! 

Classic Monopoly®. eame play * Immersive Star Wars fantasy * 8 3D full-motion Star Wars 

characters * Hosted by Anthony Daniels the oripinal СЗРО. and Rich Uncle Реппубарз * Includes scenes 

from the Star Wars Тгіїору Special Edition * Worldwide play across the Internet 
37M ©1997 Lucasfilm, Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Star М nm Arts log jistered t ks of { j j under 



Play Worldwide 

INTERNET! 

Get ready to wheel and deal across the country and around the ріобе over the Internet! Rich Uncle Pennybaps is your 
Master of Ceremonies as Atlantic City comes to life. See what Boardwalk and Park Place really look like as you watch 
your animating 3D tokens hop. skip. and race around the board. Your mission. as always - try to stay out of jail and Г 
bankrupt your opponents! 

Over 800 colorful and cool 30 animations * 18 огіріпаї musical scores and sound effects * Internet play lets you 
compete across the country or around the world * Choose up to 6 human or computer opponents * Customizable 
eame play even allows cheating 
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Revived...Rebuilt...and Ready to Hop! 
CD-ROM/Sony Playstation" 



H.E.D.Z Orr 
Head Extreme Destruction Zone™ 
CD-ROM 

HEAD ЕХТЕЕМЕ DES 

ets. 45 ы DESC GE "usano 

Welcome to H.E.DZ. - Head Extreme Destruction Zone" - an adrenaline-pumpine. collectible. shoot- em-up pame, where 
you alter your fiphtinp abilities and physical characteristics by сһапріпр your head. The action takes place in a series of 8 
asteroid worlds. filled with opponents such as Aircraft Carrier Hed. who can launch an aerial assault from his flattened 

out порріп. Your objective is to prab other players heads. drop them in the Dunk Zone. and win their HEDZ points. In multi 

player mode. create your own battle arena filled with Dead HEDZ. pick-ups. and power-ups. It’s cool to be a Hed Hunter 
when half the battle is petting a Head... and the other half is keeping yours 

Key Features 
225 HEDZ to collect. each with special battle powers and physical attributes * Eight 5-0 asteroid world environments 
* Over 25.000 battle combinations * Solo ог multi-player pamine • Play over LAN. modem. or Internet 
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Classic & Ultimate Naval 
Warfare Game 
CD-ROM/Sony Playstation™ рЫ ner кетон 
Take command of a naval fleet. armed with precision guided missiles. deadly fighter aircraft and a state- 
of-the-art surveillance system. Stunninoly realistic 3-D graphics. non-stop real-time action, and an 
explosive musical score let you experience the thrill of naval combat like never before! Classic 
Battleship allows you to play the classic hit-and-miss pame on a 10 x 10 prid. Ultimate Battleship allows 
you to wave а fully interactive naval battle in real-time across 2.000 square miles of ocean. 

Key Features 
Includes 2nd player CD-ROM for multi-player pamine * Compete with up to 4 players over LAN. modem 
or the Internet * Hundreds of naval. air. and undersea battle sequences * Realistic real-time naval 
warfare * Island bases. AWACS, Oil Ries. helicopters, cruisers, and more 
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Cuttinp-edoe artificial intelligence and stunnine 3-D graphics brine the classic pame of stratepy and tactics to life. 
Play the Classic Game with the familiar rules of trading cards for armies and rolling the dice to outdo your opponent. 
Play Ultimate Risk for even more action, where you'll fight in deserts, mountains, and across oceans. protect your 
territories with forts. and enlist the help of famous penerals. Blind Risk and historical scenarios add to the excitement 
of the Ultimate Game. 

Computer Gaming World 5-Star Rated * 1 to 6 players * Includes 2nd player CD-ROM for multi-player gamine * 
Dominate the world with LAN. modem or Internet play * 5 Game maps: Classic. World. European. Asian. and 
American * Cutting өсіре artificial intelligence that learns as you play * Generals. forts, realistic terrain 

and natural disasters 



Can you uncover the clues and find the killer? A realistic blend of Full Motion Video 
MELU footage and 3-0 graphics lets you search for clues. interropate suspects. and 

eavesdrop on conversations. With the Butler as your interactive partner. youll compete apainst 
other detectives to find out whodunnit. with what. and where. Solve a dozen different crimes of 
passion. ereed. intrigue, and blackmail 

12 suspenseful murder mysteries on 3 CDs - 4 levels of 
difficulty. Full Motion Video Ғоотаре filmed on location at 
Arlington Hall · Location sensitive audio track allows 
players to track suspects by their voices 

12 Murder Mysteries 
ON 3 CDROMS 
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The World's Best Loved Word Game! 

A New Dimension in Word Games 
CD-ROM 
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teractive experience. Play one-on-one apainst 
e. or challenge other players at other locations 
ary with definitions. super-fast Al. and 

Scrabble”. the world's most popular word eame. is ni 
the most formidable artificial intelligence ever dev 
with our easy Internet access. Rich 3-0 graphics, a 
adjustable skill levels take Scrabble to a whole new level o 

5 different skill levels · Fast thinking computer opponent or up to 4 human players via Internet or LAN · Includes 
Merriam Webster's Official Scrabble Player's Dictionary. 3rd Edition * Exciting visual and sound effects · One disk 
plays on both PC and Macintosh computers 

Scrabble® à trademark of Hasbro in the United States and Canada. ©1997 Hasbro, In f. 
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PICTIONARY 
CD-ROM 

PICTIONARY” 
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Fast-paced. fun-filled action takes the excitement of 
Pictionary” to a whole new level. Now there are SIX 
exciting new ways to play Pictionary. including incredible "Wee 
"computer drawing” variations and cool full-color picture і мета 
reveals. You don't need to be an artist. You just need a little 
imapination and a quick wit. Humorous voices and hip music 
add to the fun as you play with friends at home or over the Internet 

6 exciting new ways to play * Incredible “computer drawing” variations * Cool full-color picture reveals • 
Hundreds ої picture-puessine rounds * Humorous voices апа hip music • Play over the Internet or LAN • 
For 110 3 players or teams of any size 



Notre Dame 
Gathedral} 

PUZZ 30° Notre Dame Cathedral 
Build and Explore a Virtual 3D Puzzle! 

CD-ROM 
шип. #5 

Build and explore a virtual 3D puzzle by re-creating the 
Notre Dame Cathedral on your PC! Puzz 3D incorporates 
puzzle building with historic video clips and exciting 
original music scores in a eame that challenges players to 
build this historic monument and solve the mysteries 

locked inside. As players work their way through re-creatinp the building. they receive factual 
and historical information about Notre Dame. which will help solve the mysteries locked inside 

Hours of puzzle building excitement! є Build this spectacular architectural masterpiece in full 3D! * 
Explore dozens of rooms and unlock the mysteries of Notre Dame Cathedral * Over 30 minutes of 
historic video clips complete with authentic sound effects and oripinal musical scores * 4 skill levels 



| IAL PURSUIT’ 
Trivia Has Never Been So Exciting! 
CD-ROM 

The world's most popular trivia pame comes to life on your computer with 
thousands of pictures. film clips. voices. and sound effects. Test your 
knowledge with unlimited multi-media excitement and thousands of questions 
and answers. No one does trivia better than Trivial Pursuit CD-ROM. the trivia 
eame that's fast-paced. fun. and full of surprises. 

жан 

Over 4000 questions and answers * Includes bonus screen saver that asks questions while your computer is idle • 

Statistics let players know their status in each catepory * Two ратез on one CD: Classic and Fast-Paced * CD quality 
music and sound tracks 

E 



The Party Game of Verbal Explosions 

CD-ROM (Әу пет RERDV 
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Prepare to put your quick wit to the test with this CD-ROM version of 
Outburst. Thousands of uproarious questions of common knowledge 
6 different fast-paced pame variations. and an irreverently 
humorous host create a total party atmosphere for one or 
more players. 5 new variations on the рате provide hours of fun 
and excitement. With its easy Internet link. there's always an 
Outburst party for you to burst into. 

Key Features 
Fun. fast-paced eame play puts you ina 
party mood * 6 different pames * Solo ог 

team play * Internet or LAN рагпеѕ * 2000 
hip and humorous categories and questions назвво 

— of common КпоуЛесре 

ULTIMATE YAHTZEE 

windows 

The world's most popular dice pame роеѕ 
interactive! Our innovative “True to life” virtual 
dice let you control how they shake and roll 
5 fun and challeneine Yahtzee variations and 
rich 3-0 eraphics make this a eame of fast 
paced fun for everyone 

5 challeneine ways to play * Offers ongoing 
рате statistics and odds * Fast pame play 
plays in under 15 minutes * Fully interactive. 
real-time eame play with stunnine 3-0 graph- 
ics * Exciting musical scores and fun sound 

effects 

A 
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The world-famous eame of соппіпр and lopic comes alive ina 

captivating computer pame. Make a clever code out of an 
arrangement of colored pegs: Your opponent has 10 opportunities to 

try and duplicate your arrangement. Then it's your turn to crack 
their code. There are 5 dynamic eame variations from Classic to 
Extreme. all with exciting graphics. fun sound effects. and original 

music scores. Mastermind on CD-ROM ! 

Key Features 
5 exciting variations for children and adults * Captivating 3-0 

graphics. sound effects, and огіріпа! musical scores * Play over 
LAN. modems. or the Internet * 4 skill levels * Cutting-edge 
artificial intellipence responds instantly to your every move! 
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Qvick Word Play 
CD-ROM 
Ворріє, one of the world's most popular word games, is broupht to life in this exciting 
new CD-ROM version from Hasbro Interactive. Воррів CD-ROM has five distinct pame 
play variations that offer all the full blown excitement of multi-media and raise the рате 
of Bopple to whole new levels of fun 

52022177 

3 Minute rounds for quick pameplay * 5 unique variations * For 110 4 players: play alone, with friends 
on your PC. or over the Internet * Select from 3 artificial intellipence personalities and skill levels * 
English. French, German and Spanish versions on the same CD, alone with extensive multi-language Ф 

dictionary * Internet and LAN playable 15 
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Take a look at the future. One of the most popular 
children's pames comes to life in Connect 4 
CD-ROM. With four new unique pame modules. 
multiple skill levels, incredible special effects, 
and cute robot opponents. Connect 4 CD-ROM 
enhances the play of the classic pame and sets 
the standard for a whole new level of fun in 
children's entertainment. 

Four uniquely different pame play variations of 
Connect 4, including "Classic." "Diamond." 
"Orbital." and "Fortress" * Great special effects, 
stunning 3-0 eraphics and animations * Superb 
artificial intelligence with multiple skill levels є 
Easy Internet connectivity 
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Three award winnine titles! Three 
incredible children's brands! All for 
one hot price! 

Mr. Potato Head” Saves Veppie Valley. 
Join Mr. Potato Head on an adventure 
full of surprises and dispuises 
that test a child's creativity and 
investigative skills. 

Play-Doh* Creations. Explore Play-Doh 
Island where kids make everythino 
from creatures to cars and then brine 
them to life at the Theater. 

Playskool* Puzzies. Five activities 
and hundreds of animated puzzles to 
solve. paint and print. Solve jiesaw 
puzzles. build animated characters. 
connect the dots. and more. 



SORRY! e 
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The classic slide pursuit eame is super-chareved with 5-0 action, animatine tokens, fun personali- 
ties. and easy Internet play. Play Classic, Team. Ѕїгаїеру. or all new Way Sorry!. Animatine tokens 
add to the fun as they morph, taunt, and tease one another...and you. You can even yell “Sorry!” to 
opponents across the country over the Internet. Whether you're a kid or parent. гемепре is always 
sweet with Sorry on CD-ROM 

Four fun eame variations * Desiened for 1 to 4 players or teams * EASY Internet play includes 
VOICE CHAT * 3-0 animatine tokens with distinct PERSONALITIES * Hundreds of new ways to 
bump. slide. and Sorry! your opponent 
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The Peppermint Forest. Queen Frostine, and all the characters 
and lands from your favorite children's eame come to life in this colorful CD-ROM! The rewards are 
sweet when children use their early math and 1апруаре skills to rescue Кіпр Kandy and return the 
тпаріс to Candy Land 

Key Features 
6 mapical candy lands to explore * 12 fun learnine activities in all * Colorful eraphics and a fun sound 



mn. POTATO HEAD^ 
Activity Center 

CD-ROM 
windows 

One of the world's most popular toys now stars in this 
| fun activity pack created especially for preschoolers. 

Activities rich with music, art, and classic Mr. Potato Head 
humor brine all the joy of playing with Mr. Potato Head to a new 

level of fun. Kids can print their own greeting cards. posters. 
coloring books. and puzzles and even create wild апа wacky costumes 

for Mr. Potato Head to wear away from the computer. It's an activity 
pack full of fun. exciting pames and challenges. sure to keep kids 
entertained for hours 

Key Features 
5 activities and 3 skill levels offer hours and hours of fun * Great music. 
fun sounds. and lively spud humor * Animated and funny rewards * 
Special art and print features makes creativity fun and easy * 
Make costumes for the real Mr. Potato Head toy * Includes the hit 
Mr. Potato Head sone. “One Hot Spud” 

С. 
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HASBRO BUILD IMAGINATION WITH YOUR OWN FLEET OF TONKA TRUCKS! 

TONKA” SEARCH £ RESCUE 
МАС! ПТОЗН 4 Ш 1 ПООШ 5 
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HASBRO INTERACTIVE 

Headquarters 50 Dunham Road. Beverly. MA 01915 USA 
P: 508-921-3700 Е: 508-921-3704 

Europa 2 Roundwood Avenue. Stockley Park. Uxbridpe. Middlesex. UK. UB11 1AZ 
P:0181-569-1234  F:0181-744-6251 

Japan Nikyo Building, 3-1-9. Kuramae. Таїто-Ку, Tokyo 111Japan 
i қ P: 05-3851-7211 Е: 03-3851-7293 

To purchase visit your favorite software retailer or call toll free 800-638-6927 (U S.) 

Visit us at http://www.hasbro.com 


